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Abstract

HIV infection is controlled but not eradicated by combination antiretroviral therapy (cART), and persistence during therapy
represents a substantial barrier to strategies to eradicate infection. The nature of persistence is uncertain, and a number
of mechanisms have been proposed to explain HIV persistence in vivo, including low-level HIV replication, sanctuary sites
for HIV-infected cells, and latent HIV residing within long-lived cells. Analysis of residual viraemia and of cell-associated
HIV revealed evidence of multiple copies of identical HIV sequences suggesting infected cells can undergo cellular expansion.
Recently, analysis of integration sites in HIV-infected cells derived from peripheral blood lymphocytes of patients undergoing
long-term cART revealed direct evidence that HIV-infected cells undergo clonal expansion. These studies demonstrated
that clonally expanded populations are common in HIV-infected individuals, persist for prolonged periods and increase
in frequency during prolonged therapy. Several analyses reported that site of integration may affect persistence, clonal
expansion, or both. As such, expanded populations may represent an important source of infectious HIV during cART.
Many HIV integrants are defective for replication, however, and additional research is essential to determine to what degree
clonally expanded populations represent a reservoir of replication-competent HIV.
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Introduction

Infection with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) results in a
chronic, progressive immunodeficiency which, left untreated, results
in death from opportunistic infections or neoplastic diseases [1].
A number of pathogenic mechanisms have been reported to
contribute to progressive disease, but the control of viral replication
after initiating combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) arrests
these processes, and results in a degree of immune restoration.
Although cART controls HIV infection, it does not eradicate infection,
and lifelong therapy is essential to continue viral suppression and
preserve immune recovery [2,3]. As prolonged therapy is associated
with adverse effects, metabolic and cardiovascular complications,
new strategies to eliminate or control HIV without antiretroviral
therapy are essential. Substantial gaps in our understanding of
HIV persistence limit our ability to identify specific and focused
approaches to viral eradication. Several mechanisms have been
reported to explain HIV persistence during therapy, including
low-level cycles of replication, infection of long-lived cells and
residence in sanctuary sites, but the relative contribution of each
of these processes to maintain a viral ‘reservoir’, operationally defined
as the population of replication-competent HIV capable of spread
in the absence of therapy, remains uncertain. Over the last few
years, a number of lines of evidence have suggested that
HIV-infected cells may undergo cellular division, and recently several
groups reported direct evidence of cellular clonal expansion of
HIV-infected cells. The role of clonal expansion in HIV persistence
remains uncertain. Here we review evidence of HIV clonal expansion
and its potential role as a mechanism of HIV persistence.

HIV replication in vivo establishes a population
of HIV-infected cells

In vivo, HIV infection spreads via a single or limited number of
infecting variants [4,5]; as a consequence, viral populations emerging
early in infection are relatively genetically uniform. HIV spreads

to a number of different CD4 T cell subsets throughout primary
and secondary lymphoid tissues, including lymph nodes and
mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues, as well as to additional sites
such as the central nervous system. As HIV replication is rapid and
error prone, HIV populations gradually accumulate new variants,
and within several years of infection, HIV populations are diverse,
such that each individual genome is genetically distinct. Virus
populations are also large; estimates (probably underestimates)
of replicating population sizes exceed 104–105 cells [6–9]. Although
substantial, the numbers of infected cells are still small compared
with numbers of cells in the total lymphocyte pool; the numbers
of cells infected by HIV, as measured by total cell-associated
HIV-DNA in peripheral blood lymphocytes, is in the range of 1
infected cell per 100–1,000 cells. When untreated, HIV infection
is accompanied by progressive immunodeficiency, reflected in a
gradual loss of peripheral CD4 cells, but this loss seems not to be
due to direct HIV cytopathic effect, but largely due to immune-based
mechanisms. By the time antiretroviral therapy is typically introduced
in chronically infected individuals, the immune system has undergone
a varying degree of CD4 lymphopenia as the HIV-infected
population has become large, genetically diverse, and widely
distributed in lymphoid organs.

Initiation of combination antiretroviral therapy is accompanied by
a dramatic decline in viraemia, as cART blocks infection to new cells
and infected cells are eliminated (Figure 1). As the half-life of HIV
in plasma is relatively short (15 minutes–3 hours), the decrease in
viraemia reflects elimination of infected cells. Viral decay kinetics
after cART is introduced are multiphasic as infected cells persist for
variable periods prior to elimination; half-lives of approximately 1
day, 14 days, 39 weeks and 11 years have been measured as viraemia
declines to a low residual level (c. 1 copy/mL using sensitive
single-copy assays). The greatest decline in viraemia takes place in
the first few weeks of therapy, indicating that the majority of circulating
virus (>99.9%) is produced by cells with a relatively short half-life,
typically activated T cells [10]; subsequent decay rates correspond
to cells with longer half-lives [11–14]. Detailed analysis identified
that resting memory CD4 cells were latently infected with HIV,
demonstrating the presence of a relatively stable, long-lived reservoir
harbouring replication-competent virus [15–17].This latent reservoir
declined over time in individuals undergoing cART, but the decay
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kinetics were slow (half-life approximately 44 months), demonstrating
that a strategy of HIV eradication by attrition of these cells was
essentially unachievable [18,19].

In contrast to the typical >10,000-fold decline in HIV-RNA,
declines in numbers of HIV-infected cells are comparatively
modest. Numbers of cells with cell-associated HIV-DNA decrease
by 10–50-fold [10]. Genetic analysis of HIV populations revealed
that cART reduces HIV viraemia, but not viral diversity; during
the first several years of therapy, HIV genetic diversity is
indistinguishable from pre-therapy populations and remains
both highly diverse and non-divergent from pre-therapy virus
[20]. Thus, early in treatment, the large and genetically diverse
populations that are present prior to therapy give way to
equally diverse populations of infected cells. Characterising HIV
from these infected cells has been useful in shedding new light
on the nature of HIV persistence. Several sensitive quantitative
assays have been developed [21] to characterise HIV populations
during cART, and are broadly divided into assays that: (1)
quantify HIV nucleic acid species: specifically HIV plasma viraemia,
cell-associated RNA (unspliced and spliced), cell-associated
total or integrated DNA; (2) characterise HIV sequences in
plasma or cell-derived material; (3) quantitatively determine
numbers of HIV-infected cells capable of producing infectious
HIV via HIV outgrowth assays; and (4) characterise HIV nucleic
acid sequences from in vitro recovery. No assay is perfect or will
describe the HIV reservoir completely; quantitative nucleic acid
assays determine the numbers of cells that have become HIV
infected, but do not provide information regarding the replication
competence of the infected cells. Quantitative recovery of
infectious HIV from peripheral blood lymphocytes or other
locations provides critical information, but only for a limited
number of viruses that were recovered under specific in vitro
conditions. The subset of cells capable of producing replication
competent HIV from these cells represents the relevant HIV
reservoir and is likely to be only a small fraction of the total
HIV-infected population [22]. A fundamental goal is utilising an
appropriate suite of assays to sufficiently characterise the HIV
reservoir during therapy.

Emergence of HIV variants with identical
sequences during long -term cART
Nucleic acid sequence analysis of HIV directly from patient-derived
material or after in vitro reactivation has provided important
additional clues in identifying mechanisms of HIV persistence during

long-term cART. Early studies of residual viraemia from patients
undergoing cART by Persaud and co-workers [23] demonstrated
that sequences could be recovered from low-level viraemia and
that these sequences did not contain mutations conferring resistance
to the suppressive antiretroviral therapy regimen. These data
suggested that viruses present in plasma did not represent the
product of drug resistance to the concurrent regimen, but were
likely to have been produced from cells infected prior to initiating
effective therapy. The development of single genome sequencing
techniques enabled new studies of HIV populations, and the ability
to obtain numerous HIV sequences from individual time points,
even in the setting of low-level viraemia (<50 copies/mL plasma)
permitted detailed phylogenetic analysis. These studies identified
the presence of multiple copies of identical HIV sequences in plasma
after prolonged cART, which is highly unlikely in patients with
genetically diverse populations of HIV. It suggests that only a limited
subset of cells was producing HIV, and that these cells were all
infected with identical virus; these populations comprised a
substantial proportion of the virus population and were termed
‘predominant plasma clones’ (PPC) [24]. Longitudinal analyses
identified that identical PPCs could be detected in samples obtained
over time, suggesting cells infected with these viruses were
persistently producing HIV. In individuals with genetically diverse
populations, emergence of populations with identical sequences
strongly suggests the viruses are being produced from cells with
identical proviruses. Although it is possible that virus production
is derived from original or early-infected cells that were all genetically
uniform, it was more likely that cells with integrated proviruses
had undergone cellular expansion. Comparison of HIV populations
pre- and post-therapy demonstrated that as expected, HIV
populations were highly diverse after initiation of antiretroviral
therapy, and PPC sequences emerged after several years of cART;
the PPCs were not divergent from pre-therapy virus and had not
acquired new CTL escape mutations [20]. Thus PPCs represented
a strong argument for the presence of a clonal population of infected
cells chronically producing low levels of HIV.

The presence of identical sequences in patients with chronic
infection and a diverse genetic background could also be detected
in DNA from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and in
cells in a number of anatomical compartments and lymphocyte
subsets [25–27]. Notably, Imamichi et al. and Palmer and co-
workers demonstrated long-term persistence of clonal HIV variants
[28,29]. In both of these instances, the HIV provirus was defective
for replication, and therefore was incapable of viral spread. Instead,
the multiple copies of HIV present were likely to be the product
of cells that had undergone clonal expansions. Taken together,
these data suggested that the predominant plasma clones detected
after prolonged cART were derived from HIV-infected cells that
had undergone a degree of clonal expansion.

Identification of HIV integration sites

Direct evidence for clonal expansion of HIV-infected cells from
individuals undergoing long-term antiretroviral therapy was
obtained by identifying and quantifying HIV integration sites.
During retroviral replication, integration of the newly reverse
transcribed HIV-DNA into the host genome is an essential event
in virus replication and enzymology of integration has been
investigated [30]; solving the crystal structure of foamy virus
retrovirus integrase, and analysis of integrase inhibitors provided
critical information regarding mechanisms of integration [31,32].
Initial approaches to detect retroviral integration used a strategy
of generating cellular DNA fragments digested by restriction
enzymes with frequent sites in the eukaryotic genome, such as
AflII, PstI or AluI; the product of this digestion is a large population
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Figure 1. Establishing a reservoir of HIV-infected cells during combination
antiretroviral therapy. Diverse cell types are infected with HIV and are
eliminated at varying rates following infection. After prolonged cART, long-
lived cells are present, some of which may have undergone clonal expansion
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of small DNA fragments with ‘sticky’ ends, which then undergo
a ligation reaction, under conditions that promote self-ligation.
The resulting circular DNA fragments are then subjected to an
‘inverse PCR’ amplification using primers in the HIV sequence,
typically including primers amplifying HIV-LTR and gag that will
amplify outwards around the circles [33,34]. This approach is ideally
suited for studies of in vitro infections where the infection
frequency is quite high with many integrants present, or in the
analysis of retroviral-associated tumours, which are frequently
clonal or oligoclonal. The presence of many identical integrants
will facilitate detection. These early studies of various retroviral
infections identified a number of common characteristics as well
as obvious distinctions in integration profiles. It was evident from
many early studies that HIV integration occurred in diverse
locations and that integration preferences were present but were
generally mild [33–37]. The most consistent observation was that
HIV integrated in diverse sites, but was largely within transcriptional
units. Co-factors in integration, notably LEDGF/p75, were
identified that participated in integration-site preferences [38–42].
Integration events occurred with the HIV provirus present either
in the same or opposite orientation of the host gene transcriptional
unit. In vitro, some differences between resting and activated CD4
cells were evident [43]. Introduction of massively parallel
sequencing platforms expanded the ability for fine structure
analysis of integration sites in vitro. HIV was integrated largely
in transcriptional units, but extensive comparison of experimental
HIV infections in a number of cell-based latency models did not
identify specific latency-associated features with integration
location [44], highlighting difficulties in identifying determinants
of latency.

Although extensive studies of HIV integration have been conducted
in vitro, identifying HIV integration sites in vivo presents additional
challenges as the frequency of infected cells is relatively low and
integration sites have to be identified from within a vast
background of human genomic DNA. As a result, the overall
numbers of integrants, when they could be detected in these
experiments, were low relative to in vitro infections. In addition,
inverse PCR sequencing methods do not identify whether any of
the integration sites that are identified are clonally expanded.
Nevertheless, a number of useful observations were made, which
drove additional research in detecting HIV integration in vivo.

Initial studies by Han and co-workers, McGrath et al. and Ikeda
et al., characterised HIV integrants in PBMC, resting CD4+ memory
cells or tissues from late-stage patients [45–47]. In these in vitro
studies, HIV integrates largely (>80% in these studies) into
transcriptional units; this is a particularly striking finding, as only
a minority of the human genome (30%) contains transcriptional
units. Three patients had multiple integrations in a single intron
(intron 5) of the BACH2 gene [45,46]. One hypothesis raised at
the time was that these multiple integrations represented a
preferred site of integration, but large datasets of integration sites
from other infections, including in vitro infections were not
available to investigate the issue further. Subsequent in vitro
studies with large yields of integration sites demonstrated HIV was
capable of widespread integration without highly selective or
specific hotspots, and no orientation specificity. Several integration
sites were identified multiple times, suggesting the cell with this
integrated provirus had undergone cell division, but artefactual
PCR amplification could not be excluded as an explanation. The
discrepancy between widespread integration in vitro and
identification of multiple integrations in individual genes in cells
from individuals undergoing antiretroviral therapy for prolonged
periods suggested that cells with particular integrants were present

because they had acquired an advantage in persistence or clonal
expansion, or both.

New approaches permitted more efficient identification of HIV
integration sites, and unequivocally determined whether such
integrants were clonally expanded. Two approaches proved useful
to obtain numerous integrants from clinical material (Figure 2).
Bangham and co-workers studying HTLV integration [48–50]
developed techniques to detect integrants that utilised Illumina
next-generation sequencing (Illumina, Inc, San Diego, USA) approaches
and were capable of detecting low levels of HIV integrants in the
presence of many uninfected cells, which were adapted for use with
HIV infections [51]. In brief, cellular DNA is isolated and randomly
sheared to a relatively defined size (usually c. 500 nucleotides), DNA
ends are repaired and modified with the addition of a single A residue
to the 3′ ends, facilitating ligation to linkers, and primers recognising
the linker and HIV sequences are used to selectively amplify HIV–host
gene sequences using an Illumina-based platform. Extensive sequence
processing is essential to identify host–viral junction sequences, and
the result yields a large database of junction sequences from infected
patients undergoing antiretroviral therapy [52].

In parallel, Wagner and co-workers [53] developed a novel method,
denoted integration site loop amplification (ISLA), to improve the
probability of detecting integrants by: (1) increasing integrant
abundance prior to amplification; and (2) removing the requirement
for a specific restriction site to be present near the integration
site. In this approach, specific HIV forward primers in env and nef
are used in a linear amplification strategy to copy HIV and adjacent
host DNA, and increase the abundance of proviral integration sites
relative to the remainder of the host genome. Next, a second round
of linear amplification is performed using primers consisting of:
(1) a 5′ end identical to a well-conserved portion of the U5 region,
followed by (2) a 3′ random decamer. The random decamers
hybridise throughout the host genome, including the linearly
amplified junction sequences. After a second round of linear
amplification, the product molecules have two identical copies of
a portion of the HIV U5 region, from the U5 in the provirus and
the U5 in the primer. As a result, when the products of the
synthesis are denatured and re-annealed under conditions that
promote intramolecular annealing, stem loop structures consisting
of U5 stems are generated; the adjacent host sequence is captured
in the loop. The stem is extended into the LTR and the final stem
loop structure is subjected to amplification using nested primers
in the R region. The sequences of the captured host DNA adjacent
to the host–viral junction are identified by Illumina platform
sequencing. Integration sites are unequivocally identified by this
approach. Once host gene sequences are identified, additional host
primers can be synthesised for use with a portion of the linear
extension products to amplify a longer sequence of HIV, yielding
a sequence from env through the host gene. Comparative analysis
of the env–nef sequences can identify multiple sequences with
an identical env–nef-LTR sequence and a common junction
sequence with the host genome.

Both approaches provide four characteristics essential for
understanding HIV persistence.

(1) Substantial numbers of unequivocally identified
HIV–host junction sequences

By comparing the host sequence with the sequence of the human
genome (UCSC), it is possible to identify the gene or intergenic
region into which the provirus is integrated. In some cases,
proviruses are integrated into pseudogenes, or repetitive DNA
sequences that are distributed throughout the genome, and an
unequivocal chromosomal assignment is not directly possible; such
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integrants are classified as ‘ambiguous’. Although not nearly as
extensive as libraries that can be identified from in vitro
experiments, datasets are sufficiently large to investigate certain
genes or pathways after prolonged cART.

(2) Identification of clonal expanded populations
with proviruses

A key advance over prior approaches, these methods clearly
identify lineages with a common proviral integration site and
exclude the appearance of amplification due to post-processing
PCR artefacts. In the Hughes and co-workers approach [52],
the genomic DNA is randomly sheared, and thus the distance
from an integration site to the shear site (where linkers are
ligated) is random. The amplification, sequencing and processing
steps yield large numbers of host viral sequences and the same
host–virus junction sequence may be identified more than once.
Those sequences that have identical host–viral junction sequences
but multiple distinct distances to the shear site/linker were each
derived from distinct DNA molecules and represent a clonally
expanded provirus. In contrast, identical junction sequences
with identical distances to a common shear site are obviously
the product of PCR amplification of a single site, and are not
counted as expanded clones. Strategies to amplify both 3′ and
5′ integration sites are used, and with sufficient efficiency that
the 5′ ends and corresponding 3′ ends of proviruses can be
identified. Frenkel and colleagues [53] identify clonal expansion
after linear amplification to a random decamer annealing site;
the primer also incorporates a second U5 domain, and only
those molecules with an added U5 domain subsequently undergo
PCR amplification.

(3) Orientation of the provirus relative to the host gene

As the junction sequence is clearly identified, it is possible to
determine whether the integration occurred with the provirus in
the same or opposite orientation as the transcription of the host
gene.

(4) Integration precision

Strategies to amplify both 3′ and 5′ integration sites are used,
and with sufficient efficiency, both the 5′ ends and corresponding
3′ ends of proviruses can be identified; the precise integration
site and the five base-pair duplication in the host gene sequence
expected from a correct integration event can be unequivocally
identified. In addition, the Wagner et al. approach yields significant
internal HIV sequences that can be readily used to compare to
variants expressed in plasma or tissues.

Using these techniques, a total of >3,100 HIV integration sites
from eight patients were unequivocally identified [52,53]. Despite
the differences in approach, the conclusions of these studies were
remarkably similar. As prior in vitro studies had reported, the
majority of integration sites (79%) were identified in genic regions,
proviruses were more commonly present in introns, but introns
comprise the majority of the sequence space in genic regions.
Overall, HIV clonal expansion was common in both genic and
intergenic regions and over 40% of all integrants identified were
present in expanded populations. Some clones were identified with
just a few members, while other expansions could dominate the
infected cell sample. In one patient, approximately 50% of all the
integrants identified were mapped to a single proviral integration
[52]. The degree of clonal expansion was not uniform across
patients; several patients had extensive clonal expansions, while
in others, multiple lineages were less common. Patient data remains
relatively limited, and it is important to point out that the yield
of integration sites in these studies, although substantial, is in
no way exhaustive. Neither technique captures the entirety of the
infected cell population. As a result, the finding of overall clonal
expansion in 40% of all integrants in this limited sample should
be interpreted as an underestimate, and suggests that many more
proviruses, perhaps all, have undergone expansion, at least to some
degree. Clonal lineages persisted for prolonged periods and could
be detected in samples obtained 11–13 years apart. Patient
numbers and sampling were not sufficiently robust to detect or
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characterise rates of expansion over time, and no obvious
correlations between CD4 cell recovery or other immunophenotypic
characteristics and the degree of clonal expansion were evident
[52,53] although Wagner et al. reported that frequency of identical
sequences did increase with time [54]. Recently Cohn et al. [55]
studying HIV integration sites in individuals undergoing long-term
cART using an amplification procedure that localises integration
sites, also identified integrations in MKL2 and in BACH2.

In these datasets obtained from individuals undergoing long-term
cART, genes with integrations could be analysed for broad patterns
of classes of genes into which HIV was found to be integrated.
While no preference for functional classes of genes was detected
in analyses of large datasets of proviral integration in acute in vitro
infections, analysis of clinical material from patients undergoing
long-term cART revealed a striking shift in integration patterns
compared to the total complement of human genes. A large
proportion of genes with integrations were involved in cell growth,
replication or associated with cancer. These findings raised the
provocative possibility that the cells present after prolonged periods
had selective advantage for persistence or expansion because they
had a provirus integrated in a growth-promoting gene altering a
pathway that favoured persistence, expansion, or both. The diverse
nature of integration events throughout many genes in these
pathways suggests these growth pathways can be disrupted at
numerous points. One potential implication of these findings is
that, with sufficiently extensive datasets, it may be possible to
clearly identify pathways commonly associated with persistence,
which represent useful targets to eliminate persistent lineages.

The vast majority of proviruses were integrated in an orientation-
independent fashion with respect to the transcriptional unit of
the host cell, indicating that the mechanism of persistence or
expansion did not require HIV provirus to be present in a specific
orientation. Similarly, no detectable correlation between position
of integration within the gene and the position of the start of
host-gene transcription, as has been reported for HTLV-1 [49].

In contrast to the majority of genes with integrants that were
present independent of transcription profile of the host gene,
integrants in several genes had a striking and distinct pattern of
integration. As described above, Matsushita and co-workers had
previously identified multiple integrations in the BACH2 intron
gene, all of which were integrated in the same orientation as the
transcriptional unit of BACH2, and all in an intron upstream of
the translational start site. Subsequently Imamichi and co-workers
identified an additional BACH2 integrant in one patient undergoing
long-term cART with HIV suppression [29], also in the same
orientation as BACH2 (Imamichi, personal communication). In more
extensive datasets [52,53], BACH2 and a second gene MKL2 had
multiple integrations in introns. Proviruses integrated into BACH2
genes were invariably present in intron 4 and 5, upstream of the
translational start site. Similarly, proviruses integrated into MKL2
genes were all located in intron 6 or intron 4. In addition, all of
the proviruses in BACH2 or MKL2 were integrated in the same
orientation as the transcriptional units of the corresponding genes.
Both BACH2 and MKL2 are associated with cell growth and cancer.
This arrangement was clearly not the result of preferential
integration into a specific region of BACH2 or MKL2 to the
exclusion of the remainder of the corresponding genes. In vitro
studies identified both BACH2 and MKL2 as common targets for
HIV integration, but in vitro, integration was widely distributed
throughout BACH2 and MKL2 genes and was not restricted to
individual introns as occurs in vivo. In addition, orientation of
proviruses was independent of transcription profile. These findings
suggest that the entire BACH2 and MKL2 genes represent common

sites for HIV integration and which occurs without orientation
preference. With time on therapy, those cells with integrations in
specific introns (listed above), with proviruses in the same
orientation as the corresponding host gene, have a selection
advantage that favours cellular persistence, or expansion, or both.
The mechanisms by which proviral integration into BACH2 or MKL2
drives persistence and expansion are not known. Although the
integration sites and proviral orientations are well documented,
the characteristics of the cells with these integrants are not known.
In addition, it is not known whether proviruses integrated in these
genes are infectious or even intact, as only a portion of the HIV
sequence in the region near the integration sites has been
sequenced. In addition, the effect of proviral integration in introns
of these genes on gene expression remains uncertain, and it is
not known whether gene expression is increased or silenced. It
is possible that any disruption of the host gene by proviral
integration modulates gene activity to promote persistence or
expansion.

BACH2, located on chromosome 6 in humans, is a transcription
factor in the basic region-leucine zipper family that heterodimerises
with MAF oncoprotein elements. These elements bind to Maf
recognition elements (MAREs) and regulate transcription through
enhancer-binding sequences and exert broad effects in lymphocyte
development and function [56]. In lymphocyte differentiation,
BACH2 can facilitate B cell development by suppressing myeloid
differentiation, and has a prominent role in plasma cell
differentiation class switch recombination, hypermutation of
immunoglobulin genes and influences glycosylation of
immunoglobulins [56–58]. In T cells, functions of BACH2 remain
under study, but analysis of transgenic mouse model systems
revealed loss of BACH2 was associated with progressive wasting,
loss of regulatory T lymphocytes (Treg) function and increases T
effector function [59]. BACH2 function remains under study and
has been implicated, in various systems, in T cell homeostasis and
survival [60,61]. BACH2 has been associated with neoplastic
processes; fusion transcripts including BACH2 have been reported
with BCL2L1 and IGHCdelta in lymphoma cell lines and in
aggressive B cell lymphoma [62,63]. In mantle cell lymphoma,
therapy with bortezomib induced apoptotic responses that were
associated with BACH2 expression and transport to nucleus, and
that cellular distribution of BACH2 determined whether apoptosis
occurred [64].

MKL2 (myocardin-related transcription factor-B/megakaryoblastic
leukemia 2) gene is also a transcription factor member of the MKL
family broadly expressed in many tissues, but has been less well
studied compared with BACH2. However, like BACH2, it has been
reported to have a number of functions in lymphoid and non-
lymphoid cells [65]. Notably, it is reported to function as a potent
co-activator of serum response factor (SRF) and participates in
inducing expression of a number of SRF target immediate early
genes involved in induction of cell cycle, cell growth and
differentiation [65–67]. MKL2 has also been implicated in the
neoplastic process, and fusion oncogenes have been identified,
most consistently in chondroid lipomas, in which a C11orf95-MKL2
fusion has been frequently identified [68,69]. Although useful for
diagnosis, the precise role in the neoplastic process remains to
be elucidated.

The presence of BACH2 and MKL2 integrants during long-term
cART raise intriguing questions about the characterisation of the
integrants and their effect on cell function. Although the integrants
in these genes were easily detectable, and found in a number of
patients across several studies, these specific integrants represent
a very small fraction of all infected cells, and it has not been easy
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to study the expression of BACH2, MKL2 or any gene in a single
lineage-specific manner. In addition, integrants in these genes have
been readily detected in some patients, but not at all in others;
integrations in BACH2 or MKL2 do not appear to be universal in
all patients. Nevertheless, determining the mechanisms of how
integrations in these genes favour persistence and expansion are
likely to yield useful information regarding HIV infection.

These data demonstrated that HIV integration occurs widely
distributed throughout the human genome and is frequently
associated with clonal expansion. A working model of this process
(Figure 3) suggests that integration is relatively widespread
throughout the genome with a few preferences. Clonal expansion
may occur during the course of HIV infection, including prior to
therapy. With time on therapy, cells with proviruses that persist
or expand are frequently those where the provirus is integrated
into genes associated with growth promotion. Thus proliferation
and persistence are a consequence of a selective benefit resulting
from an advantageous integration.

Analysis of HIV integration sites and identification of expanded
populations in infected individuals undergoing cART raise a number
of questions that are readily and directly testable. The most critical
issue is whether clonally expanded cells are capable of producing
infectious HIV. As the techniques used to identify integration sites
provide only limited sequence information flanking the junction
site, it has not been possible to readily identify the individual HIV
provirus at specific integration sites. CD4 cells commonly undergo
expansion and cells from HIV-infected individuals are capable of
cellular expansion to the same degree as cells from uninfected
individuals [70,71]. Therefore, in one sense it is not surprising that
HIV-infected cells can clonally expand. HIV is often cytopathic,
however, and encodes genes (vpr), which have been shown to
block cell division in in vitro experiments and so the mechanism
of clonal expansion of HIV-infected cells is uncertain. In addition,
most integrants, including those present after prolonged cART,
are defective, and it is estimated that only 1–4% of all integrated
proviruses are replication competent. As a result, it is possible that
clonally expanded integrants are those with defective, or deleted
proviruses, and do not contribute to the relevant HIV reservoir
of replication-competent virus during long-term cART. Cohn
et al. [55] reported characterisation of proviruses from a number

of clonally expanded HIV-infected cells, and none (0/75) was
replication competent.

Simonetti et al. [72] reported an example of a replication-
competent HIV variant arising from an expanded clone. In this
example, identical HIV sequences were present in plasma over a
period of several years, and characterisation of expanded proviruses
detected by integration-site analysis identified the provirus
responsible for the predominant clone in plasma. Transfection of
proviral DNA amplified from this site yielded intact HIV that gave
rise to infectious virus when used to infect PBMC in vitro. In
addition, the clone could be recovered directly from patient PBMC
by in vitro cultivation.

These preliminary studies indicate it is possible for a clonally
expanded lineage to give rise to infectious HIV, but do not
determine the frequency of clonally expanded populations
harbouring infectious virus. As described above, estimates of
frequency of clonally expanded populations (c. 40%) are likely
to be underestimates, and it is possible that most populations of
infected cells persisting on therapy are the products of clonal
expansion. Predominant plasma clones are found in low-level
viraemia in suppressed patients, but they are not universally
present, and many individual sequences are also present. Relative
HIV production from these sources remains entirely unexplored,
and the degree to which such lineages contribute to the HIV
reservoir remains to be determined.

Additional questions raised by these observations have a bearing
on HIV pathogenesis. Clonally expanded populations were detected
in HIV-infected individuals undergoing cART, but the kinetics of
expansion and the establishment of expanded lineages has not
been extensively investigated. Wagner et al. reported expansion
over time on therapy, and additional studies will further characterise
the kinetics of expansion. It is not known when cellular lineages
are established, whether they are present during acute HIV
infection, to what degree cellular expansion is present prior to
initiating antiretroviral therapy and whether the presence of
expanded clones has pathogenic consequences. Introduction of
cART is generally associated with recovery of CD4 cells, both
memory and naïve cell subsets; it is not known whether cell
expansions occur as a part of CD4 cell recovery and are correlated
with the extent of increases. Cumulative analysis of HIV integration
sites revealed a number of interesting features, including examples
of expanded integrants with proviruses concentrated in specific
introns of genes, such as MKL2 and BACH2. It is not known
whether there are more such examples, and what pathways are
responsible for persistence and expansion of these lineages.
Infected individuals often undergo therapies for comorbid illnesses,
which include cytotoxic chemotherapy for neoplastic diseases. It
is not known whether such interventions affect HIV lineages or
the HIV reservoir. From a pathogenesis standpoint, it is unclear
whether expansion of HIV-infected cells plays a role in inhibiting
CD4 cell recovery, especially in immune non-responder patients
who do not experience substantial CD4 cell recovery. Whether such
expansions occur in individuals who have natural control of HIV
infection is also unclear. Previous analyses of HIV populations from
long-term non-progressors including elite controllers, demonstrated
the presence of identical sequences in low-level viraemia, but
additional study is necessary to determine whether these clonal
populations in plasma are the products of clonal expansion.

Although the effects of clonal expansion on the composition of
the reservoir of replication-competent HIV is unknown, measuring
clonal expansion will be a useful modality in analysing the
effects of the eradication strategies. For instance, in current
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shock and kill strategies, the effects of latency-reversing agents
on clonal expansion remains unknown. Although it is possible
that cells activated during the ‘shock’ stage are all eliminated in
the ‘kill’ phase, it is likely that some activated cells may undergo
expansion. Integration sites are distributed throughout the
genome, largely in transcriptional units, and it is not known
whether location and epigenetic characteristics [73] of individual
integrants will be more readily reactivated than others; comparative
analysis of models of integration did not identify clear common
chromosomal characteristics favouring reactivation. As reviewed
[74,75], there are likely to be multiple mechanisms of latency
that will require a multifaceted approach. In future cure research,
correlating the extent of clonal expansion with other measures
of HIV populations and their replication competence and
chromosomal-integration site will prove useful in identifying
effective eradication strategies.

Summary

HIV infection can be controlled but not eradicated by antiretroviral
therapy. Viral pathogenesis is arrested by continuous antiretroviral
therapy, but the mechanisms of persistence are still under study.
Initial studies of patients undergoing long-term cART have
identified clonally expanded HIV-infected populations that persist
for prolonged periods. The observation that integrants themselves
may drive persistence and expansion of infected cells raises a
number of new questions regarding their role in HIV persistence
during therapy. These hypotheses remain readily testable and will
provide useful information regarding the source of HIV persistence
during therapy.
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